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OUR MISSION:
To help create a safer and more
sane world through empowering
young people, individuals, and

families to live and act with
kindness, compassion, and
wisdom in all facets of life.

Horse Warriors™
P.O. Box 602

Jackson •  WY • 83001
(307) 733.7464
(307) 690.6124

Diamondfly Ranch • Thayne • WY
(307) 883.7464

www.horsewarriors.com
horsewarriors@wyoming.com
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Horse Warriors™ is a 501(c)(3)
Wyoming Corporation and

PATH (Professional Association of 
Therapeutic Horsemanship, Int’l.) 

Operating Center Member

Horse Warriors™
2020 Calendar of Events

JANUARY 15:  Returning Student Applica-
tions Due 

JANUARY 26 : HW Potluck & Winter Carni-
val 1 - 5 PM: Diamondfly Ranch

FEBRUARY 15:  New Student Applications 
Due

MARCH 15:  Scholarship Applications Due

APRIL 25: Volunteer Training - Diamondfly 
Ranch: 10 AM - 4 PM 

MAY 16: Mentors’ Training: Diamondfly 
Ranch

MAY 29-30: Somatic Experiencing 
Workshop - Diamondfly Ranch

MAy 31 - JUNE 6: Horses of the Goddess™ 
Professionals’ Training Residential 
Workshop:  Diamondfly Ranch

JUNE 15: Jackson  HW Programs Begin: 
Wilson Arena

JUNE 17:  Jackson Power Ponies™ & 
Mighty Mustangs™ Programs Begin: 
Wilson Arena

JUNE 18: Star Valley HW programs begin: 
Diamondfly Ranch

JUNE 19: Star Valley Power Ponies™ & 
Mighty Mustangs™ Programs begin: 
Diamondfly Ranch

JULY 21: White Horse Social at the Teton 
County Fairgrounds: 6-8PM

SEPTEMBER 12: Old Bill’s Fun Run



Why is our Executive Director, 
Priscilla, looking so wildly happy? 

Because we are working diligently 
on our new Strategic Plan! We have 
GROWN so much in the last 21 years 
that we are looking towards a full 
and expansive future that includes 
more staff, more outreach, and, of 
course, more fundraising! 

Begun in November, the compre-
hensive assessmentis give us a lot to work on over the 
next two years. Thanks to BelayOn Advisors for helping 
us distill the many facets of what we offer, and thanks 
to the board, staff and volunteers who are all 100% com-
mitted to continuing the great work Horse Warriors™ has 
been providing for more than two decades.

As we move forward we will have more opportunities 
for adults, organizations and interest groups to come 
learn from, and have fun with, the horses. This year 
our expansion included work with a number of different 
populations and businesses. Our new CORE Programs 
(Corporate • Organizational • Relationship Enhancing • 
Education) have been met with great success and en-
thusiastic feedback. We look forward to booking more 
of these events in 2020. And, of course, we will always 
maintain our primary focus of working with youth and 
families!

  - Priscilla Marden, CEIP-ED; CTRI; ESMHL
    Executive Director



Make the World a 

Better Place, 

One Relationship 

at a Time

Horse Warriors™ 
exists to:

www.horsewarriors.com
www.facebook.com/Horsewarriors/



We Do This By:
Connecting People with Horses!

We currently have 22 interactive, friendly, riding and 
groundwork horses ranging from age 4 to 31. They all have 
unique personalities and enjoy meeting and interacting 
with you! 

There are 4 Mustangs, 6 Quarter Horses, 1 Pony of the 
Americas, 1 Paint, 2 Arabians, 2 Thoroughbreds, 1 Stan-
dardbred, 1 Hackney/Welsh Cob cross, 1 Tennessee Walk-
er/Welsh cross, 1 Appendix, 1 Nokota, and a Dutch Warm-
blood - quite a variety!



Anyone 
striving to 
be a Better 
Version of 

Themselves

We Serve:



• Happy Horses

• An Art Component

• No Bench Warmers - everyone 
gets recognized!

• Reflection Time/Activity

• Trained Staff

• An Encouraging Environment

To insure success, 
every program 

will have:



• Improved Communication Skills 

• Increased Self-Confidence 

• Healthier Relationships 

• Increased Resilience 

• Human/Animal Connection

Measured Results 
Include:



Conversations with Horses

Horse Talk is different from human talk.  Horses 
“speak” with their bodies, their energies and their 
responses to us. Yet when people are “in tune” with 
them, they can understand what horses want, what 
they need to tell us in terms of safety, choices, dis-
comfort, security, confidence. 

One of our favorite exercises is to have partici-
pants share their insights. After working with their 
horses, we have them introduce their particular horse 
to the group; then we have them step into the role of 
Equine Scribe, and translate their horse’s introduc-
tion of their “person” to the rest of the herd. The 
insights are pretty accurate! We can become really 
good listeners with a little practice, and with a little 
trust in our own intuition. 

Over the years we’ve had horses reveal lame-
nesses, physical discomfort from saddles, preferenc-
es for being with a specific friend, and much more. 
They can also “tell” us a lot about ourselves if we are 
open. They broadcast all day long – we just have to 
fine-tune our antennas!



Our horses are friendly 
and curious. Those are quali-
ties that make them invalu-
able to our work, because we 
have such a variety of partic-
ipants in our programs. 

Not all of our programs 
involve riding, though that 
is still the majority of our 
youth programming. We 
have horses whose sole job 
it is to work on the ground, 
or at liberty. Our younger, 
less experienced horses who 
are still in training can offer 
friendship, connection and 
lots of confidence building.

Biscuit and Diero are 
brave, unflappable and lov-
ing. Just above the catego-
ry of “Lap Dogs,” they are 
some of the first to approach 
newcomers and want to 
make a connection. Diero is 
one of our toothless 30 year 
olds, and he adores being 
brushed and pampered and 
given special feed. Biscuit, 
our little “Beach Boy,” is a 4 
year old youngster hosting a 
Very Old Soul!



Cherokee is a really calm 
horse. He doesn’t startle 
easily and relaxes quickly. 
He’s less herd-bound than 
many other horses which is 
good in the arena. On the 
other hand, that’s probably 
the ONLY good thing about 
him in the arena! He likes 
his face being scratched, 
but it takes a bit for him to 
let you get there. As versa-
tile as his paint splotched 
coat, Cherokee is truly a 
good horse.

Because sometimes all you need 
is a friend – 
(her hands on my neck, face, 
soothing)
- but – 
(her whisper in my ear)
- sometimes that –
(friend)
- is also a leader
(a mask of confidence, a flow of 
sweet nothings pouring from her 
lips)
and when she fakes it to them –
(beautiful)
- she doesn’t fake it to me –
(ugly)
- and I see all. She is lonely. 
She’s kind. She’s mean. She’s 
confused.
(I see it all) (she shows me all)
(she lets me in)



Zane is a tall, white Arabian. He likes to hold his head high 
when he goes fast, and his tail rises, allowing it to flow beauti-
fully behind him. He doesn’t just act like your horse, he acts 
as a pet. I often have to use his “go away button” when he 
invades my personal space. Once I’m firm enough, he gets the 
message and calmly stands by my side, eventually. 

He likes to go fast and appreciates a loose rein to let him 
go faster and stretch out. He responds very well to any signals 
given by the rider, especially ones that involve the legs and 
breath. He is very trustworthy and likes to have fun going fast 
with his rider.

My Rider enjoys riding fast, and has grown to be more-
comfortable in her seat. She is very insistent on making sure 
the saddle and halter are perfect, no twists and no crooked 
saddle. She has become more comfortable with loosening 
the reins and letting me go faster and faster. She is very 
rewarding when I do something well, and gives me hugs and 
treats. She trusts me and I trust her. She lets me go fast, 
and communicates well with her breath. When I was uncom-
fortable with going over the bridge, she took the time and 
helped me feel more confident, as well as herself.



Bella has a reputa-
tion for being cranky, 
so how does she get to 
be Horse of the Year???

We say she’s not 
cranky, just certain of 
what she wants, and 
she’s not afraid to com-
municate that! In actu-
ality, Bella is a star in 
the program. She can 
be safely ridden by 
anyone, and has proven 
herself to be a great 
kids’ horse. This sum-
mer she was perfect for 
little kids, their par-
ents, beginner adults, 
visiting grandchildren, 
and our staff and vol-
unteers. She endeared 

herself to many participants, and was in more programs than 
any other horse. We appreciate ALL her gifts! Go, Bella!!

Bella: 
2019 
Horse of 
the Year



This year we lost our beloved Cherokee to a broken elbow. 
He was the quintessential trail horse: we could put anyone 
on him and he would safely take them up and down any trail, 
through water, over obstacles, in any and all weather, all with 
his ears forward and a spring in his step. He hated the arena 
- he said it was for “Silly Horses” – but he still showed up and 
did his best.

He came to us after being an outfitter horse, carrying hunt-
ers up into the backcountry. When we got Cherokee he said he 
really liked it here because 
you got brushed and you got 
lots of food! He was easy to 
spoil, with his cheerful and 
friendly way of approaching 
and interacting with people, 
and endeared himself to ev-
eryone. We miss him terribly, 
and hope that he has found 
many of his old pasture mates 
across the Rainbow Bridge.

Welcome Leia! We are happy 
to have a lovely, 10 year old  Thor-
oughbred mare from Hapi Trails! 
She has stolen many hearts this 
year, in every program!

She also got certified as a 
Mounted Patrol horse with 
Priscilla! What a girl!



Dogs...almost as Dogs...almost as 
important as important as 

the horses...the horses...

This year we lost a long-time member of the Horse War-
riors™ team: Ebbet. He spent many years on the trail, in 
the arena, at our art workshops, greeting guests as they came 
to the ranch, and being a true ambassador for Corgis. He was 
quite the adventurer, as you can see. We are eagerly awaiting 
his return in a new Corgi suit!

We feel  fortunate, how-
ever, to welcome Wrigley 
into the HW family. He loves 
kids, keeps up on the trail, 
and now that he has his li-
cense, he is learning to help

drive the truck. He keeps stopping 
at the ice cream store, however, 
since discovering they give free 
doggy samples. (He’s particularly 
fond of vanilla.)



Family Fun Days are all 
about Fun! They are designed 
for our Horse Warriors™ stu-
dents (ages 12-18) and an ac-
companying parent, and are 
filled with activities to devel-
op self-awareness, awareness 
of others, cooperation skills, 
clear, considerate communi-
cation, and confidence.

This year we included 4 day-long sessions as part of the 
regluar summer programming. The series was sequential. The 
first session focused on boundaries, rules (and no rules – “Games 
With No Rules” is a favorite), energy fields, cooperation and 
team building. The second session expanded our awareness 
of both horses and humans – how they react and respond to 
the way we come across. It also included a pithy sharing ex-
ercise that helped deepen our understanding of fellow family 
members, along with one that helped develop trust between 
partners. The final activity was a liberty exercise in the round 
pen that tested each team’s patience and commitment to in-
clusion and flexibility.

Family Fun Days

“Games With No Rules” is an 
opportunity for participants to 

discover how much structure they 
actually want when they have to 

cooperate with others. What may 
seem like ultimate freedom can 

become ultimate frustration, too!



Even though the fo-
cus was on activities that 
built cooperation and 
communication, each day 
still began with making 
a connection with one of 
the horses. That process 
centered and grounded 
the participants and got 
them ready for listening 
on all levels.

Day three was fun and 
games. Parents and kids 

got a chance to ride and try out a lot of the cooperative games 
that we include in the annual gymkhana. We threw in some 
new (challenging!!) skills that were hugely successful – we 
even included those in the gymkhana this year!

The horses have their own choices to make 
when it comes to working together. From 
day to day their preferences may be dif-
ferent. Sometimes a rider’s “regular” horse 
chooses to need a day off, and another 
horse shows up asking to partner up.

ABOVE: “Snatchle,” a new game brought 
to us by our summer intern, Sarah 
Worcester, was a big hit with a “winner 
takes all” winning strategy. It’s all about 
timing and watching your competition!

BELOW: What dad doesn’t secretly 
want to be able to run through the 

arena on a beautiful horse?



Not every activ-
ity goes smoothly, (and 
that’s the point!!). Al-
though the exercises 
seem simple in theory, 
the actual practice is 
a whole different ball 
game. Take the liberty 
obstacle course, for in-
stance. The horses are 
chosen by the parent/
child team (with horse 
approval, of course!). 
But they have to be in-
cluded in order to par-
ticipate.
 

That’s easier said 
than done. We’ll take 
you through a series of 
photos where you can 
see some of the subtle-
ties that can create 
challenges in this exer-
cise.

Hats off to this moth-
er/daughter pairing for 
successfully “fixing” 
their communication! 
And a big thank you to 
Whicker for being such 
a clear communicator 
about partnership.

The exercise starts with the team taking 
some time to connect with their horse, and 
to connect with each other through finding 
a shared experience they feel positive and 
happy about. They try to keep that feeling 
between them going strongly, sending it out 
in an energy bubble that includes the horse. 
It’s tricky to maintain, as most teams discov-
ered. In this photo, their horse, Whicker, is 
very present in his connection.

It’s very tempting to want to have a unique 
(solo) connection with the horse, and peo-
ple familiar with the horses can sometimes 
make this mistake. Here one team member 
has left a teammate behind, and Whicker is 
looking around for her, yet still trying to fol-
low. He’s not sure about the process - is this 
“Games With No Rules?”

11

22



Here is Whicker, trying to connect with 
the other team member. The horse 
wants to feel part of this newly formed 
“herd” and it’s a little confusing to him 
about just who is the leader.

The leadership roles are equally con-
fusing to the humans, and they get 
involved in a discussion that is very 
much between themselves. Whicker 
starts to make a choice to leave - he 
drops his head away from the en-
ergy exchange between mother and 
daughter, and begins to engage his 
hind feet to move.

When Whicker decides to leave it’s 
not personal. He just has a preference 
for connection, so he hads toward the 
herd waiting outside the fence.

Now the human team members work 
together to reconnect with their horse. 
Both of them have broadened their 
awareness and interactions to focus 
on including Whicker again. 

They actually spoke a verbal “apol-
ogy” to Whicker for getting so caught 
up in their own “stuff” that they exclud-
ed him!

Success in teamwork!!! A happy, con-
nected and engaged threesome! Con-
gratulations!

33 44

55 66

77 88



The final session was a horsman-
ship/equitation day. The morning 
included a formal riding lesson to 
help riders fine-tune their subtle 
mounted interactions with the 
horses. Everyone said that was a 
great help, especially parents who 
don’t get as much chance to prac-
tice riding skills as their children. 

In the afternoon we worked on 
putting together a drill team ride, and with that many riders 
it took lots of focus and careful listening. Staying in formation 
on horses with different strides meant lots of communication 
between partners. Not only did they have to work as pairs, 
but they had to be aware of all the spacing in the group. That 
meant communicating with people in front of, next to and 
behind the horses. (The Mounted Patrol experience in some of 
the staff was invaluable in pulling this off!)

By the end of the afternoon everyone was in sync - horses 
were working well together and all the riders were having fun. 
We had a perfect pinwheel at the end that gave everyone a 
happy and successful end to our hard work over the summer!



Insights:
GROOMING: 
1) I learned that just by grooming, a horse’s energy can 
completely change.
2) It’s more about listening to the horse and giving them a 
say

BLINDFOLD OBSTACLE COURSE: 
1) I learned to not only trust my parent, but also to be able 
to trust my horse to be aware of me
2) Be clear with directions – use your voice not your hands

ROUND PEN: 
1) I learned that a horse’s energy can completely change 
when a connection is established between the horse and 
the people
2) the end goal isn’t to get the horse to follow, it’s to es-
tablish a connection
3) Pay attention to the horse; give them choices; make 
them feel safe

“Family Fun Days helped me discover how I interact 
with other people. It helped me gain a sense of under-
standing towards my awareness of others, and how I com-
municate with others. On the second day I learned that I 
communicate best verbally. On the fourth day I learned to 
trust my horse, so that he trusts me. Everything that we 
have done on these days applies to many different things. 
For example, we have to be aware of our horse and the 
horses around us. This can be applied towards relation-
ships, where everyone should be aware of their actions, 
and how they affect others.”



“Family Fun Days helped me discover that riding 
with heels down really does help. It reminded me to 
use my breathing to control the horse, and not to make 
horse-assumptions. I had to pay a lot of attention to (my 
partners) which was a challenge!”

“Today was an awesome day with you. I thorough-
ly enjoyed our time together. I would also say that I 
came in today with some negative thoughts about it, 
but those thoughts quickly vanished – because of you! 
You give me amazing strength and joy. You are amazing, 
strong and thoughtful, caring and loving. I could not be 
any more proud of you and so incredibly grateful to be 
part of your life. And – you have amazing patience and 
great teaching skills. I continue to grow in this environ-
ment with you. I love you always and forever.” – Mom

“I enjoy interacting with you and seeing how you grow 
as a person and in your horsewomanship skills. Always 
remember the communication skills you are learning, 
and apply them in your day-to-day life. Your non-verbal 
communications convey as much as your verbal. You’ve 
come a long way this summer and I am proud of how 
much you have grown into a positive and caring per-
son.” - Dad



Mentors Practice
Some of the most important 
relationships at Horse Warriors™ 
are created between the student 
mentors and the younger riders. 
The mentors - students who have 
been in the program a while and 
demonstrated the knowledge, 
patience and commitment to 
teach – practice hard! 

They participate in annual-
training sessions, and are an ac-
tive and essential part of the 
daily, post-lesson debriefs. They 
have first hand knowledge of the 
horses they work with – many of 
them had those same horses when 
they first began at HW. They ben-
efit from the practice of teaching 
right along with their students. 
Our programs are all the better 
for their investment!

Mentors practice with their horses, doing everything from grooming, to role play-
ing a teaching session with other staff and mentors, to spending time “being the 
calm” so the horses stay quiet with multiple people interacting with them.

“Since becoming a mentor, 
I have learned more about 
myself than I ever did in 
school. Being able to teach 
other people has taught me 
so many different things. 
I learned how well I can 
communicate with others. 
This helped me in getting a 
job, when I was told that I 
“make great eye contact,” 
and “speak very confident-
ly with people I might not 
know.” I also learned how 
easily having an off day can 
affect how I communicate. 
In this case, I am less likely 
to initiate a conversation. 
This summer also taught 
me how much of an extro-
vert I really am. Though 
I value my alone time, I 
much prefer to be around 
other people. It gives me 
positive energy and allows 
me to send out my own 
positive energy.”



Relationships – their creation, health 
and maintenance – have been the founda-
tion of Horse Warriors™ since its inception 
in 1998. 

Today relationships are more important 
than ever. So much time is spent commu-
nicating online and via texts and twitter 
feeds, that we are losing an absolutely es-
sential part of human interaction: face-to-
face, energy field-to-energy field, eye-to-
eye contact. Without this we lose one of 
our best information sources: INTUITION. 

We are wired to be perceptive. We are 
wired to be able to trust our guts, to make 
decisions quickly and accurately in order 
to ensure our own safety, to differentiate 
truth from lies. Words are never as ac-
curate as actions, as feelings, as the hair 
prickling up on the back of your neck.
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Working with the 
horses we get to experi-
ence the feeling of shar-
ing a big energy field. 
We get to observe how 
our own energies affect 
them, and feel first-
hand how their energies 
affect us. They teach 
us how to be present 
by being 100% present 
themselves. 

They respond to lit-
erally everything we do, 
even the things we do 
unconsciously.  Some of them even respond to our thoughts 
(did you know that thoughts have energy, too??). They pull us 
right into self-awareness and out of any attempts to “fake it” 
on any front.

The activities we use to help people learn from horses have 
strong metaphors for human-to-human interaction as well. 

Presence, honesty, self-
acceptance, noticing 
others, safe boundar-
ies, kindness, choice, 
honoring, respect – all 
these attributes pertain 
to being with both hors-
es and humans.

Watching where your horse is paying attention 
helps you stay connected and safe

Maintaining respectful bound-
aries while cultivating connec-
tion is part of the process of 
developing healthy interactive 
skills



Over the years we have added more and more programs 
to help people find fun and enlightening ways to be the “Bet-
ter Version of Themselves” that Horse Warriors™ holds as a 
goal. We now work with a wide population: kids age 6-18, 
young adults, women in transition, families, organizations and 
clubs, people healing from illness, multiple physical and men-
tal abilities, people in therapy, addiction recovery, veterans, 
and equine professionals. The horses are happy to show up for 
every population, and they appreciate being appreciated!

No one needs to be familiar with (or even comfortable 
with!) horses in order to benefit from our sessions. Some of 
the biggest “Aha!” moments come from non-horse people 
when they realize that this is a FUN way to learn. The envi-
ronment is accepting and the horses don’t judge – they just 
respond. 

This fall we worked with a group of young adults (age 18-
21) from the SOAR program in Dubois (SOARnc.org), some of 
whom were familiar with horses, and some who not only were 
not, but were also afraid of them. (That changed by the end 
of the day!)

One of the most successful attempts at relationship build-
ing was with a team who weren’t horse people. Yet they paid 
exquisite attention to their horse. They noticed his preferen-
ces, noticed when he made efforts to connect with them (or 
not!), did everything possible to engage with him, and keep 
him thinking that he, too, was part of the “team.”

The obstacle course is full of metaphors. This team ap-
preciated their horse’s curiosity and chose to work with it. 
Instead of correcting, they re-directed him, piggybacking on 
his enthusiasm, making every part of the activity into a game 
where all the players had fun.  



1) Biscuit and the team leaders have 
a silent discussion about working 
in the obstacle course. Everyone 

has to agree to work together, 
without any tack, before 

the activity can begin.

2) Biscuit is absolutely clear about his level 
of fascination with the flower tube. He wants 
one for his very own! So the team leaders 
agree to that and proceed with the course.

3) Biscuit loves this game now - not 
only does he have nice people to 

work with, but he has toys to 
keep it all interesting. He is 

delighted to stay connected.

4) But, here at the Noodle Garden 
things change. Biscuit decides that he 
needs a noodle now, not a flower tube. Oh, the fickleness of ponies! So the 
leaders agree that now it’s time to switch gears to keep their team together, and 
they go for engaging Biscuit with the pool noodles.

5) This team makes it all the way to the tarp 
and sandwich board before their time is up. 
They were successful on many levels: they 

stayed together the whole time; they fully inte-
grated their team; they made great progress 

through the course; they had a ton of fun (and 
provided lots of laughs for the observers);  

and they no longer had any hesitation 
about working with horses!



CORE
Corporate

Organizational

Relationship Enhancing

Educational

Programs (for adults) are 
Fun-Based, equine support-
ed activities designed for a wide variety of participants. De-
signed from 20 years of successful experience, and staffed by 
certified facilitators, CORE programs can include:

• Team Building
• Retreats/Rejuvenation for Organization Staff
• Family Communication Improvement
• Teacher Inservice Days
• Therapy Alternatives
• Awareness Development
• Games as Metaphors for the Workplace

CORE programs are con-
ducted at the beauti-
ful Diamondfly Ranch in 
Thayne, WY, and include 
horses, supplies, all safety 
equipment and lunch (and 
FUN!!!). To schedule, call:
     307-883-7464



From help with parenting, 
to team building, to 
providing a much-needed 
office retreat, to 
reconnecting families, to 
developing resilience, to 
building confidence, to 
adding fun to a vacation, 
Horse Warriors™ is 
available and eager 
to help. 

We are experienced 
facilitators and equine 
specialists who will 
provide you with a 
safe, encouraging 
experience with our 
horses. Please 
contact our office 
for more 
information 
on tailoring 
sessions to 
your specific 
needs. We 
look forward 
to serving 
you!

E-mail: www.horsewarriors.com
Phone: 307-733-7464; 307-690-6124; 307-883-7464



Somatic Experiencing
“Somatic Experiencing, or SE, is a form of alternative 
therapy aimed at relieving the symptoms of post-traumat-
ic stress disorder (PTSD) and other mental and physical 
trauma-related health problems by focusing on the client’s 
perceived body sensations (or somatic experiences). It was 
created by trauma therapist Peter A. Levine.” (Wikipedia)

SE, in tandem 
with horses, can be 
a tremendous help 
in bringing aware-
ness to issues that 
have seemed to be 
stuck in us, no mat-
ter how we’ve tried 
to “think” ourselves 
past them. Over the 
past few years we 
have been incorpo-
rating this modality 
in our Professionals’ 
Training residential 
workshops. Results 
differ from traditional “talk therapy” because the work ad-
dresses the place where the trauma is actually stored: In the 
Body (hence, somatic).

SE can be for anyone who wants to engage in a process of 
discovery and healing. In our programs, working with the hors-
es adds another dimension to the awareness, and can hasten 
the progression of “Aha!” moments for the participant. This 
year we are offering a 2-day workshop facilitated by Nancy 
Waite-O’Brien and Cindy Brooks, both of whom are certified 
SE practitioners.

A facilitator, client and horse work together to identify 
pathways to releasing trauma stuck in the body.The 

input from the horse helps pinpoint where energy 
wants to be addressed and moved.



Somatic Experiencing Workshop
May 29-30, 2020   9AM- 4PM
Diamondfly Ranch, Thayne, WY    $275
(includes lunch) 
CEUs Available

Nancy Waite-O’Brien, Ph.D
Licensed Psychologist
Certified SE Practitioner
Cindy Brooks, MA; LMFT
Certified Addiction Counselor
Certified SE Practitioner

The work is powerful, liberating and highly 
recommended for teachers, therapists, equine 
facilitators, and virtually anyone working with 
populations who may have unresolved trauma.

horsewarriors@wyoming.comhorsewarriors@wyoming.com

Adult Classes

307-690-6124307-690-6124
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POETRY
Matt Daly makes poetry fun for everyone! He brings a 
treasure trove of tricks to get people writing - no “Writer’s 
Block” can withstand the many creative approaches he has up 
his talented Writer’s Sleeves! 

This fall we played with blackout poems, poems in the 
round, sensory writing to take apart and create poems, quad-
rant placements for concepts to help spark insights - so many 
options! Observing the horses, exploring the ranch, writing 
letters of place, pairing up to work on editing and flow, and 
finally sharing pieces we wrote filled up our day and gave ev-
eryone confidence in their WRITING. 

We started the day 
by making folded jour-
nals out of construc-
tion paper that ended 
up holding nearly all of 
the tricks of the trade. 
Blackout  poems in-
cluded illustrations 
superimposed on the 
text copy. It’s surpris-
ing what you can cre-
ate from snippets of 
text! There were some 
clever pairings!

Matt Daly demonstrates how to make a quick, 
folded journal to record all the prompts and 

observations for creatng our poems



We drag lawn chairs into the sunlight 
to watch the horses sleep. Warmth 
on one cheek, November on the other. 

You look into the tired eyes of the old
roan while I listen to the breeze
before the new, white season. These days

of straw and packed mud ease 
into an equine silence as late leaves 
rattle like the first fat drops of rain.

It comes easily, this desire for more
sprigs and sprouts. Even the nearby limb tips 
appear in bud despite weeks of frost. 

Does the day seem too full of tasks? All our 
straight lines and everything else not quite 
in a row. We take a step and the next 

foot falls into place, but not today. Today
the old grasses sway against us. We pause
wordless, for once without the need for lists.

POETRY



Blackout Poems
Blackout poems are created by reading a page of prose and 
blacking  out any words you don’t want to use. The remaining 
words and phrases are used to create a poem. Some are fanci-
ful, some are realistic, and all are the product of what struck 
the poet’s fancy at the time!

Something happened just 
now.
A soul-filling experience
In a small notebook that I 
could
Stuff into my pocket
A group of ravens
flapping by,
a little winter wren
broke into song
There was no other life
Here was quiet
I think back to childhood days
a secret -
an elm and box elder and ash
On the mold of the floor
of the cavity was an infinitely
smooth carpet of green moss

The little recess
in the base of that tree

has remained a hallowed spot
though it was gone long ago

she made it a secret
a place of enchantment

that is wordless
like turning broad daylight

into the charm
of twilight words

You find your way up the stream
the steep banks become

steep rocky walls
the current is swifter now

you face a thin waterfall
the stream lingers

here too is the secret

A nest of
ancient stories
really nothing
more perfect
in this day

in Jackson Hole

POETRY



the charm of childish simplicity
lingers in my mind
I watch my shadow
resting on the deck
the sun warms my face
as I stare at the patterned wood
the yellow leaves of the aspen tree
trickle down its trunk
here it is quiet
here it is peaceful
my mouth is dry
my mind is wandering
may the song of people talking
never be heard of again
the silence is temporary
it will soon be filled
with empty howls
a circus of words
dances around in my head
they quickly leave
as my shadow disappears

Blue jay, blue skies
raining golden haze,
golden days of the 
mountains
wonderful enchantment,
transcending symphonies
of greens, golds and blacks.

Wise Sayings Created By Us

Tea bags have more flavor 
when put in water

The bird keeps looking 
for the perfect worm

Every day caries prayers to the 
dead

The caterpillar cannot 
become a butterfly with-
out first going into a 
cocoon

Just because a seed is planted 
does not mean a plant will ap-
pear

POETRY



Peer Editing
Editing is hard, especially in a short workshop. But students 
paired up and listened carefully to each other’s poems being 
read aloud. They helped refine pacing, phrasing and redun-
dancy. It was a helpful lesson in focus and presence (guess 
what we work on in our interaction with the horses???).

Thorns have no season of sharp
In all weather they poke fiercely
Blood flows from each tender sting
in scarlet shock, as hands
stumble towards tearful,
cursing lips.

What betrayal in the summer blooms!
Deceit in the crackling leaves!
Hoarded scents of spring erupt from
crisp, curling petals
There is no season of safety
for garden poachers, 
desperate suitors

Roses are a risky love, sirens of the 
shears
unfurled in tempting splendor
yet girded, without mercy,
against all harvest

The silk spider
web still shines
in the sunlight.

The leaves
fall

one
by

one.

      The horse 
passes

another
horse.

Walking slowly.
Trying to
find
something
to do.

The wind
blows.

POETRY



The sun shines high
up in the sky
It gives us heat so
we don’t die
The sun must fall
for the moon to rise
the sun starts falling
now it’s not so high
The moon is bringing 
nighttime
it rises higher and higher
Nighttime is cold so
start your fire, you better!

The trees who never
had to suffer

never grew very strong

They rose and fell
as what they were

without a change all along

But the trees who toiled
through wind and storm
grew strong like a man’s 

calloused hands

Those trees stand tall
through trials still,

like kings from 
faraway lands

Blue jay, blue skies
raining golden haze,
golden days of the mountains
wonderful enchantment,
transcending symphonies
of greens, golds and blacks.

What is different?
Different is not the same as
one another,
or each other
What is being a leader?
A leader is a person who leads or
commands a group
What is finding?
The action of finding someone or
something
Finding yourself being
a leader and
being different
Bravery comes in many
different ways
It can come in different
sizes, too
Bravery of being a leader, not
a follower
Bravery of being different and
standing out
Bravery of finding yourself
Strength comes and goes but
bravery stays

POETRY



The sound of screaming voices
was muffled in my ears.
My mouth went dry.
It felt like I hadn’t drunk anything
for an eternity.
The dictionaries around me didn’t
stop to think.
They didn’t care about others.
They didn’t keep anything in.
An unspoken word is a word
that never existed.
An unspoken word is a word
the world doesn’t care
about.
It is a word that doesn’t tattoo
itself on someone’s brain.

We hope you 
all  enjoyed our 
tour through the 
many possibilities 
of poetry. We sure 
learned a lot from 
Matt Daly and 
from each other 
this year!

POETRY



Watercolor has become a huge favorite for the upper level 
riders this year. Because of the ease of portability, and the 
fact that we ALWAYS carry water bottles with us, we can paint 
just about anywhere we go (rainy days make it very interest-
ing!).

Students have been 
courageously experimen-
tal with the medium, too. 
Sometimes we have ex-
perienced instructors out 
on the trail with us, and 
sometimes we wing it on 
our own. We were lucky 
to find some intensely 
beautiful pigments in a 
Yarka watercolor set from 
Dick Blick, making experi-
mentation with colors an 
adventure in itself.

From realism to abstracts, students tried nu-
merous approaches to being creative with 
this fluid, flexible (and sometimes frustrat-
ing!) medium. Still, it remained their favorite 
art activity of the summer, and they request-
ed to do more over the winter!

PAINTS



It doesn’t get much better than food and art supplies spread out on the beach!

PAINTS



Cleaning out our Director’s art studio revealed a forgotten 
activity that ended up being one of the favorite art projects 
of the year. 

“Bookmaking on 
the Fly” was a creative 
challenge that gave ev-
eryone a chance to be a 
little bit wild and crazy 
with their story telling 
skills!

The project began with a huge pile of small pictures clipped 
from books and catalogs over the years. Students were asked 
to pick 8-10 images that appealed to them - no other instruc-
tions at that point! Then they were given a long piece of fold-
ed, 4-panel card stock that provided 8 “pages” of creative 
space.

Students were 
then directed to 
create a story in 
8 panels based on 
their choices. That 
was a big chal-
lenge! 

They started by 
laying out their pictures on a story board for inspiration. As 
their imaginations started running they were allowed to go 
back to the pile of clipped art and look for a “perfect” piece 
to help fill in the story line. Lots of ideas filled the room as 
students chatted and tried out their verbiage on their friends. 
It got pretty wild!



Finished  books were shared and then tied with ribbon. Some students got very 
creative with 3-D options, including drop-down and fold-out portions of their 
stories in order to not have to cut some of their favorite art examples!



Grants & 
Program 
Support
Wyoming Arts Council
• Art supplies
• Art Instruction
• Guest Artists
• Program Support
• Newsletter
• Cheering Section!!

TCSD Recreation Board
• Equipment
• Facility Fees

Skinny Skis
• Journal Kits

Crane Creek Graphics
• Journals

THANK 
YOU!!!!



Any program is ONLY as good as those who are facilitating it. All 
the “education” in the world still needs excellence in bringing the 
knowledge to students. We are so, so fortunate to have wonderful 

teachers in our programs. Thank you, all of 
you wonderful, wonderful facilitators!

2019 Rock Star Teaching Staff (coun-
ter-clockwise from top left): RyLyn Lippold 
(with little McKenzie inside!); Sarah Worces-
ter & Priscilla Marden; Sherri Renzulli; Crys-
tal Ozga; Ainsley Pratt; Courtney Marvin; 
Nancy Waite-O’Brien

A Good Idea Only Happens When Great 
People Execute It



Sarah Worcester, Intern Extraordinare!

On May 13th, I left my home in Upstate, 
New York, to trek over two thousand miles to 
the Diamondfly Ranch in Thayne, Wyoming. At 
times, I thought myself to be crazy for doing 
this, after all, I had always been a quiet, shy, 
introverted individual.

However, sometimes it takes a big step to bring out the adventurous 
side of you. This big step would prove to be one of the most amazing ex-
periences of my life. 

When I arrived, Priscilla put me to work straight away. My first few 
weeks were filled with cleaning tack, repairing fence, erecting a tipi, get-
ting to know all the horses, riding, and participating in the student men-
tor class. I also participated in the week-long Professionals’ Workshop, 
where I met a group of amazing ladies. To tell of all I learned in that week 
would fill far too many pages, however, something I did learn was that 
individuals with vastly different backgrounds and personalities can work 
together and learn something from each other. It was amazing to partake 
in the information everyone brought to the workshop. It was a week full 
of lots of fun, friendship building, and food!

INTERNSHIP



By the time summer program started at the end of June, the home-
sick feeling that I had had since arriving had finally begun to subside. It 
was a bit overwhelming to meet everyone in the program at first, but 
as the summer rolled on, I gained some wonderful friends. The summer 
months proved to be a great discovery time for me. I discovered that I 
enjoyed being away from family, having a place of my own (privacy was 
a foreign concept to me after growing up with five siblings), and meeting 
new, incredible people. Of course, one of the best parts of the summer 
was the trail riding. Experiencing the beautiful backcountry of Wyoming 
and Idaho was beyond incredible. However, the best part of the summer, 
by far, was gaining a whole new family. This included both two-footed and 
four-footed beings. Priscilla, Tony, and all their four-footed friends took 
me in and made me feel at home. I also gained many wonderful friends 
among those involved in program.
 

To say I learned from my time in Wyoming is an understatement. I 
gained so much knowledge from program staff, students, Tony, the pro-
gram horses, and even the dogs, but the greatest teacher of them all was 
Priscilla. She taught me to be a better horsewoman, teacher, and men-
tor. I learned to find joy in 
the smallest things after 
a long day of program, to 
embrace and laugh at my 
own failures, and to ap-
preciate everything in this 
world that we live in. She 
always led by example, 
and I am honored to have 
been under her mentor-
ship.
 

My time at Horse 
Warriors™ was a blast to 
say the least. This quiet, 
shy and introverted in-
dividual was not so quiet 
and shy at the end of the 
summer. I am so glad I decided to complete my internship at Horse War-
riors™. It was one of the best decisions I have ever made. 

Internships are available each summer at Horse Warriors™. They 
require excellent riding skills and horse experience, and are de-
signed to help individuals who are interested in pursuing a ca-
reer in the EAAT industry. For information on internships for 2020, 
please email us: horsewarriors@wyoming.com



And while we’re on the topic 
of “Thank You,” we want to make 
sure everyone knows how com-
pletely awesome our program 
volunteers are! They showed up 
for our arena sessions, and our 
adult CORE programs, and made 
sure each day was a success. We 
couldn’t do it without them!

Patti Rooney • Karen Eckert • 
Sami LaBounta • Suzette Welch 
• KO Strohbehn • Maria Sloan • 

Trudy Funk

Thank You, Sponsors of the

White Horse Social!!!
Sponsors: e.leaven, e.leaven, 
Moo’s Ice Cream, Pioneer Moo’s Ice Cream, Pioneer 
Anglers, Hoback Sports, Anglers, Hoback Sports, 

Mike’s Body Shop, Paint With Mike’s Body Shop, Paint With 
Gunpowder: Danny Shervin, Gunpowder: Danny Shervin, 

GO Electric, TC Fair, Tormack,GO Electric, TC Fair, Tormack,
JoAnne & Eric Anderson, JoAnne & Eric Anderson, 
Courtney Marvin, Grand Courtney Marvin, Grand 

Teton Counseling/Cheryl Teton Counseling/Cheryl 
Renzulli, High Country Linen, Renzulli, High Country Linen, 

McDonald’s, Westwood McDonald’s, Westwood 
Curtis, Lucky’s, Smith’s, Curtis, Lucky’s, Smith’s, 

McDonald’s, Albertsons, McDonald’s, Albertsons, 
Stinky Prints, Pet Raven,Stinky Prints, Pet Raven,

Panarisi CabinetworksPanarisi Cabinetworks

Save the Date for 
Next Year!

 

Tuesday
July 21, 2020

Kindness and the encouragement 
from our volunteers helps students 
gain skills and confidence



YUCK!!!YUCK!!! Hey, Nubbin, stewardship 
has a lot of moving parts - we 
don’t just ride on the trail all 
day! There’s lots to learn here 
about horse care!

There’s a lot of health 
maintenance for our herd of 22 
horses, from special feeding, 
to corrective shoeing, winter 
blanketing, veterinary care, 
and every horse’s favorite: 
Deworming. 

It’s a gooey job, but it has to 
be done. Fortunately, our stu-
dents are getting really good 
at it!

YUCK!!!YUCK!!!

YUCK!!!YUCK!!!



We are pretty close to the end of the fiscal year here at 
Horse Warriors™ with just a few payroll taxes, utilities and 
office expenses left to go. It looks like we will come close to 
breaking even in 2019. We grew this year, adding more stu-
dents - both kids and adults - to our roster. We had one of the 
most successful programming years yet, with the inclusion of 
our Family Fun Days and our expanded adult courses. As we 
keep growing we will be adding staff and program days, while 
still maintaining the small, intimate class sizes that ensure 
progress and satisfaction in our participants.

Our donors continue to be the backbone of our operation. 
Their generosity is inspirational - having that many people be-
lieve in us carries us through the biggest challenges, the bit-
terest cold winter days, the heartbreaking losses of some of 
our beloved horses, and the joy and delight our students share 
about their personal achievements. We send daily prayers of 
gratitude out to everyone who helps us continue our success-
ful work - thank you!



Armond Acri & Maureen O’Leary• Marcia Allen & Gary Finkel • JoAnne 
& Eric Anderson • Anonymous • Antler Inn • Pilar Bass • Jan & Bob 
Benz • Carol & Dennis Berryman • Martha & Bill Best • Sarah Beninga 
& Glay Geittmann • Julie Birrer • Carol Black • Diana Brown • Tisch 
Brown • Anne & Reid Buckley • Dee Bupp • Jeanne Burns • Michelle 
Butler • Virginia Cave • Terry Chase • David Chavez • Susanna & Fer-
dinand Colloredo-Mansfield • Constance Cordill • Margaret Creel & 
Roger Smith • Susan Crosser • Matt Daly • Alex Dawson & Greg Gricus 
• Anne & Eric Delahaye • Gary DeSpain • Nancy and David Donovan 
• DeeDee Dudley • Syd & Gary Elliott • Patty & Frank Ewing • Debra 
Fyock • Martha & John Gilmore • Wayne Glass • Clive Gouldthorp • 
Phyllis & Joe Greene • GO Electric • Lorie Harden • Denise Hardy • 
Ruth Harmon • Ann Harvey & Mike Campbell • Susan Hedden • Connie 
& Skip Helm • Marne & Ed Holstein • Kendra Hoover • Jane & Charles 
Kusek Foundation • Karen Jerger & Chuck Harris • Sue Harriss • Aude 
Nevius • JH Farmers Market on the Town Square • Susan Juvelier & 
Mark Houser • Katie Blee Kavanaugh • Mary Lou & Richard Klene • Kraig 
Kobert • Michele LaBounta • Christine Laughery • David Leidesdorf II 
• Rhea Lewis & David Chavez • Jenelle & Olaus Linn • Tony Losardo • 
Gloria & David Lorenzo • Barbara Magin • Priscilla Marden • Linda Mars 
• Julie Martin • Courtney Marvin • Faith & Mike May • Misty & Kent 
Mazzia • Sue McKnight • Mary & Bian McSorley • Bill Noonan • Kath-
leen Osterman-Meisner & Greg Meisner • Susan Melka • Janice Miller • 
Lorna Miller • Theresa Moore • Judy and Matt Montagne • Alice & Fred 
Nicol • Andrea Overly • Monica & Peter Overly • Tony Panarisi • Harry 
Palmer • Nancy & Bruce Pasfield • Jennifer Perkins • Penny Peterson 
• Holly Pratt • Patsy & David Raaum • Coleen & Peter Regan • Nancy 
Nickel Resor • Lisa Ridgway • Patti Rooney • William Rosebrock • Lisa 
& Russ Ruschill • Corie Rybak • Julie Sandretto • Cindy Satagaj-Radda 
& Jim Radda • Alex & Jonathan Schechter • Debbie Schlinger • Mary 
& Harvey Schmidt • Samantha Serafini • Trish & Rich Sherman • Bob 
Shervin • Jenny and Danny Shervin • Katherine & Jack Shook • Sandy 
& Dick Shuptrine • Soroptimist International of Jackson Hole • Stinky 
Prints • KO Strohbehn • Sarah Sturges • Alice & Walter Swank • Karla 
Swiggum • Elizabeth Sword • Catherine Tallichet & Tim Oakley • Katie 
Tasker-Carr • Jantina Tuthill • Jody Utter • Leslie Vanderpool • Nancy 
Waite-O’Brien • Westwood Curtis Construction • Libby and Peter Wood 
• Suzanne Young • Randy Zasloff • THANK YOU ALL!!!

DONORS



"Making the World a "Making the World a 
Better Place, Better Place, 

One Relationship One Relationship 
at a Time"at a Time"

Horse Warriors™

www.horsewarriors.comwww.horsewarriors.com
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